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How To Pitch: Delicious 
Living
One of the first pubs to tell readers "why it was 
worth buying what they were buying" 
continues to lead the field
By Peggy Bourjaily – April 10, 2007

Circulation: 425,000
Frequency: Monthly
Special issues: "Kids and Family," May; 
"Shopping Guide," July; "Annual Guide to 
Health," August; "Organics," September; 
"Women's Health," October

Background: Founded in 1985, Delicious 
Living bills itself as the editorial companion for
natural food shoppers, but it's not found on 
most magazine racks. Issues are bought and 
then distributed, generally free of charge, by 
participating natural food stores. Radha 
Marcum, senior editor, says Delicious Living
was one of the first magazines which educated 

natural food customers "on why it was worth buying what they were buying."

Pamela Emanoil Bond recently stepped down as editor-in-chief, but the magazine
will soon hire a replacement. However, Marcum says the usual layout changes 
that occur with a new editor-in-chief won't happen.

Delicious Living's readership is 90 percent women between the ages of 25 and 55. 
They are educated and focused largely on family. While the magazine is definitely 
"female-oriented, [readers] are focused on health not only for their own sakes, but 
for their family's," Marcum says. They are interested in everything having to do 
with leading a natural lifestyle. Marcum says readers seek education "about the 
overall sense of health [and what is] preventative rather than reactive."

What to pitch: Delicious Living is 
broken up into three sections: "Fresh," 
"Features," and "Wellness." Whether a 
first-timer or a seasoned writer, 
"Fresh" is the place to start. This is the 
up-to-the-moment front-of-book 
section containing short articles. "Typically, if we like a writer [and they're less 
experienced], we'll have them write a really short piece for 'Fresh,'" Marcum 
says. "Or, if they're more experienced, we'll have them write the opener," a 
longer piece that kicks off the section.
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The staff rarely veers from starting out writers in "Fresh." Marcum believes it's
harder "to tackle some of these smaller topics in a concise way," and be focused 
enough to give the reader just what they need. "If you're able to do that and 
package something well, then we'd like to see what you can do in a longer format," 
she says.

Marcum does throw a bone to experienced freelancers. "If you feel like 'Fresh' is
way [too easy], we may still ask you to write something for 'Fresh' just to test out 
the relationship," but your second-best places to pitch are the beauty and health 
sections in "Wellness." Even if your idea is rejected, editors are likely to assign 
you something if they feel you have potential. Once you've shown you're an able, 
reliable writer, the staff will continue to look to you for stories.

Before pitching Delicious Living, Marcum urges all freelancers to view the 
magazine's guidelines, check out the Web site's archives to understand what's 
been covered recently, how it was done and how you could do it differently. She 
also says that the magazine has come a long way from simply educating readers 
about in-store products. However, participating merchants "want some kind of 
relevance for their store so, a lot of times, we try to tie [the articles] back to 
something in the store. We're much more on the lifestyle end of things at this 
point, but always have that in mind."

What not to pitch: Don't send personal essays or full drafts of proposed pieces. 
Also, do your homework: Sending pitches for something covered in the last couple 
issues is never good.

Steer clear of the "Herbs and Supplements" section. While you can send pitches,
keep in mind that the staff generally assigns those stories to regular writers. "We 
use a lot of freelance talent, but we tend to find people that we really work well 
with," she says. "The good news is, if you get your foot in the door, you get a lot of 
good work from us."

Recent freelance stories pitched and published: Coming in the October '07
"Women's Health" issue is a piece on women and hormones. Marcum says this 
story was pitched by one of their "go-to writers as a menstrual piece, but we 
expanded it into one on the top five ways you can spot a hormone imbalance, and 
what you can do about that." 

Etiquette: Editors hold an annual planning meeting in May during which most of 
the stories, aside from "Fresh," are assigned. Therefore, most of the queries 
accepted are from regular magazine contributors. However, if you have an 
excellent pitch, "send it," says Marcum, but know that a decision probably won't 
be made until May.

Emailing queries is fine, but send any clips via snail mail and add a note to your
email alerting the editors your clips are on their way. For email queries, follow up 
after a couple weeks, and for mail, give it a month. Also, avoid addressing any one 
editor: The submission email address goes to one person who looks them over, 
then distributes queries to the appropriate section editor for consideration.

Lead time: Six months
Pay rate: Up to $1 per word, but pay is primarily per article. Features average 
around $1,000, and the "Fresh" rate ranges from $.15-$1/ word
Payment schedule: On acceptance
Kill fee: 15 percent
Rights purchased: All rights

Contact info:
Delicious Living
1401 Pearl Street
Boulder, CO 80302
www.deliciouslivingmag.com
DeliciousLiving@NewHope.com
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